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Abstra t
Mutual ex lusion and on urren y are two fundamental and essentially
opposite features in distributed systems. However, in some appli ations
su h as Computer Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) we have found
it ne essary to impose mutual ex lusion on di erent groups of pro esses in
a essing a resour e, while allowing pro esses of the same group to share
the resour e. To our knowledge, no su h design issue has been previously
raised in the literature.
In this paper we address this issue by presenting a new problem,
alled Congenial Talking Philosophers, to model group mutual ex lusion. We also propose several riteria to evaluate solutions of the problem and to measure their performan e. Finally, we provide an eÆ ient
and highly on urrent distributed algorithm for the problem in a sharedmemory model where pro esses ommuni ate by reading from and writing
to shared variables. The distributed algorithm meets the proposed riteria, and has performan e similar to some naive but entralized solutions
to the problem.
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1 Introdu tion
Mutual ex lusion and on urren y are two fundamental issues in distributed
systems. Mutual ex lusion guarantees ex lusive a ess to a ommon resour e
to one of a set of ompeting pro esses, while on urren y allows pro esses to
share a resour e to in rease system performan e. In spite of their ontradi tory
nature, in some appli ations su h as Computer Supported Cooperative Work
(CSCW) we have found it ne essary to guarantee mutual ex lusion while still
exploiting a ertain degree of on urren y.
For example, onsider a video- onferen ing system with an ele troni white
board. A user an use this white board to post information that she/he would
like to share with others. All the information posted on the white board will be
seen by all users urrently online. Thus, when a group of users uses the system
to dis uss some issue, another group of users whose interests on i t with the
rst group must be ex luded from using the system. On the other hand, when
some user is using in the system, we wish to en ourage dis ussion by allowing
more users with the same interest to use the system. Thus, a design whi h
involves both mutual ex lusion and on urren y is required.
As another example, onsider several users working on a proje t that has
some large data obje ts stored on a se ondary memory devi e (su h as a CD
jukebox). When a user needs to a ess a data obje t, the data obje t is loaded
from the devi e to a a he bu er. To in rease performan e, on e a data obje t
is loaded it will remain in the bu er until another data obje t is requested.
So while a data obje t resides in the bu er, users that need to work on this
data obje t are allowed to a ess the bu er on urrently, and users that need
a di erent data obje t have to wait until no user is working on the data obje t
urrently in the bu er. That is, users with the same interests an on urrently
a ess the bu er, while users with di erent interests must be ex luded from
a essing the bu er.
Although many systems may require that pro esses of the same group share
a resour e while pro esses of di erent groups use the resour e ex lusively, to
our knowledge, group mutual ex lusion has not been previously raised in the
literature. Note that we do not require pro esses of the same group to syn hronize in order to a ess the resour e. Problems on erning syn hronous group
mutual ex lusion, where a set of pro esses must syn hronize in order to a ess
a resour e or a pro ess must possess all needed resour es in order to ontinue,
have been addressed by Chandy and Misra [7, 8℄.
In this paper we present a problem, alled Congenial Talking Philosophers ,
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to model group mutual ex lusion. The problem on erns a set of n philosophers
whi h spend their time thinking alone and talking in fora. Given that there
is only one meeting room (the riti al se tion), a philosopher attempting to
attend a forum an su eed only if the meeting room is empty (and in this ase
the philosopher starts the forum), or some philosopher interested in the same
forum is already in the meeting room (and in this ase the philosopher joins the
ongoing forum). The hallenge is to design an algorithm for the philosophers to
ensure that a philosopher attempting to attend a forum will eventually su eed,
while at the same time en ouraging philosophers interested in the same forum
to be in the meeting room simultaneously. In this paper we fo us on solutions in
the shared-memory model, where pro esses ommuni ate by reading from and
writing to shared variables. Solutions based on message passing are onsidered
in a separate paper [16℄.
The Congenial Talking Philosophers problem is related to some fundamental
problems in distributed systems. For example, by dedi ating one forum to ea h
philosopher, the problem is redu ed to n-pro ess mutual ex lusion where only
one pro ess an be in the riti al se tion at a time. The problem an also be
redu ed to the Readers and Writers problem [9℄ where a shared obje t an be
on urrently read by di erent pro esses, while writing alone must be mutually
ex lusive. To do so, we an employ a READ operation (forum) for all pro esses
(philosophers) in the system, and a unique WRITE operation for ea h individual
one. A pro ess attempting to read the shared obje t then requests the READ
operation to a ess the obje t, while it requests its own WRITE operation
when it wishes to update the obje t. Thus the Congenial Talking Philosophers
problem is more general than the two lassi al problems.
Note that resolving on i ts between READ/WRITE and WRITE/WRITE
operations while fa ilitating on urren y among READ operations is the entral topi of database on urren y ontrol (see, e.g., [11, 21, 19, 18, 5, 26, 2℄).
Despite the similar obje tive, the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem targets the onstru tion of a low-level me hanism to support operation exe ution.
In ontrast, database on urren y ontrol typi ally uses su h me hanisms (e.g.,
lo king) to ensure serializability at the transa tion level.
Intuitively, a maximal degree of on urren y an be a hieved if philosophers
are allowed to attend a forum while some philosopher with the same interest
is o upying the meeting room. However, given that ea h philosopher independently determines when it will be interested in a forum and how long it will
stay in a forum (although it an only spend a nite amount of time in the forum), su h a degree of on urren y annot be a hieved if we are also to ensure a
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bounded delay on the time a philosopher spends in waiting for a forum. This is
be ause otherwise two philosophers interested in the same forum may repeatedly
enter the meeting room, thus blo king a third philosopher waiting for a di erent
forum inde nitely. So the hallenge of the problem lies in the exploitation of
a high degree of on urren y in attending a forum while ensuring a minimum
delay for the philosophers waiting for a di erent forum.
Indeed, the problem is mu h more diÆ ult than we originally had thought.
Figure 4 in Se tion 5 gives the nal version of our main algorithm, whi h onsists
of only 13 lines of statements. In the pro ess of designing the algorithm, we
made several mistakes, some of whi h were quite subtle and o urred only in
the presen e of on urren y. We also dis overed several performan e tradeo s| on urren y vs. waiting time|by simply reversing the exe ution order of
two statements whi h looks irrelevant at rst glan e! We shall present some of
the ndings in our dis ussion of the algorithm.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Se tion 2 presents the Congenial
Talking Philosophers problem in more detail, and proposes riteria that an be
used to evaluate solutions of the problem and to measure their performan e.
For omparison, we rst o er some simple but entralized solutions in Se tion 3.
Se tion 4 then presents a fully distributed solution where philosophers may only
attend two fora, and Se tion 5 generalizes the solution to an arbitrary number
of fora. Se tion 6 dis usses related work and on ludes.

2 The Congenial Talking Philosophers Problem
We onsider a set of n philosophers p0 ; p1 ; : : : ; pn 1 whi h spend their time either thinking alone or talking in fora. The philosophers may like to hold m
di erent fora F0 ; F1 ; : : : ; Fm 1 but, due to the apa ity of the meeting room,
only one forum an be held at a time. However, more than one philosopher an
be in a forum simultaneously. Initially, all the philosophers are thinking. When
a philosopher is tired of thinking, it hooses a forum to attend. We assume
that when a philosopher attends a forum, it spends an unpredi table but nite
amount of time in the forum. After a philosopher leaves a forum, it returns
to thinking.1 We say that a forum is in session if some philosopher is in the
forum. The Congenial Talking Philosophers problem onsists of the following
1 Throughout the paper, \in a forum" is used synonymously with \in the meeting room."
Likewise, \to attend/leave a forum" is synonymous with \to enter/exit the meeting room."
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requirements:2
if some philosopher is in a forum, then no other philosopher an be in a di erent forum at the same time.

mutual ex lusion:
bounded delay:

su eed.

a philosopher attempting to attend a forum will eventually

We are seeking solutions that fa ilitate on urrent entering, meaning that
if some philosophers are interested in a forum and no philosopher is interested
in a di erent forum, then the philosophers an on urrently enter the meeting
room to hold the forum. As dis ussed in Se tion 1, the n-pro ess mutual exlusion problem is a spe ial ase of Congenial Talking Philosophers in whi h
only one philosopher may attend ea h forum. Obviously, it would be overkill
to solve Congenial Talking Philosophers using solutions for n-pro ess mutual
ex lusion (e.g., [10, 6, 22℄). So a reasonable solution for the problem must allow
philosophers to share the meeting room when no one is interested in a di erent
forum.
The on urrent entering requirement we have de ned above is slightly stronger
as it requires philosophers not just to be able to be in the meeting room simultaneously, but to enter the meeting room on urrently. The intent of this
stronger ondition is to prevent unne essary syn hronization among philosophers attending a forum when no one else is interested in a di erent forum.
Su h syn hronization o urs, for example, in solutions that use a shared variable to ontrol the use of the meeting room, and philosophers a ess the shared
variable in a mutually ex lusive style to avoid on i ts. Su h solutions allow
philosophers to be in the meeting room simultaneously, but do not allow them
to enter the meeting room on urrently be ause of the syn hronization imposed
on the philosophers in a essing the shared variable. The overhead of su h solutions is espe ially high when the number of fora the philosophers would like
to hold is relatively small ompared to the number of philosophers that are
interested in ea h forum.
Solutions of Congenial Talking Philosophers an be evaluated by two parameters: time and on urren y . For the time parameter, we are on erned
with how long a philosopher may wait before entering a forum. Instead of using
physi al time|whi h would be system dependent and hard to analyze, we use
passages as the basi metri for evaluating time, as de ned below:
We assume nite progress for the philosophers, meaning that if a philosopher is given an
instru tion then it will exe ute the instru tion in nite but unpredi table time. Moreover, we
assume that basi ma hine-level instru tions su h as read and write to a shared variable are
exe uted atomi ally.
2
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Figure 1: A layout of passages.

De nition

A passage by p through a forum F is an interval [t1 ; t2 ℄, where
t1 is the time p enters the forum, and t2 the time p leaves the forum. The
passage is initiated at t1 , and ompleted at t2 . The passage is ongoing at
any time in between t1 and t2 .
2.1

i

i

i

A passage by pi through a forum F is represented by hpi ; Fi, whi h we refer
to as the attribute of the passage. When no onfusion is possible, we use
intervals and attributes inter hangeably to represent passages (where intervals
are denoted by square bra kets [t1 ; t2 ℄, and attributes by angle bra kets hpi ; Fi).
Due to on urren y, passages may overlap. Therefore, an expli it ount
of the total number of passages a philosopher may wait is not a good metri
for the waiting time. Instead, we measure the waiting time by ounting the
minimal number of passages that are suÆ ient to \ over" all the passages in
onsideration. For example, suppose that a philosopher pi , after requesting a
forum F, waits for the nine passages shown in Figure 1 before it an attend
F. Then, sin e hp2 ; Xi is overed by hp1 ; Xi and hp3 ; Xi, and sin e hp5 ; Yi and
hp6 ; Yi are overed by hp4 ; Yi, only the six passages hp1 ; Xi, hp3 ; Xi, hp4 ; Yi,
hp7 ; Zi, hp8 ; Zi, and hp9 ; Zi a ount for the delay in satisfying pi 's request.
A formal de nition is given below.

S be a set of intervals. A subset R of S is a over of
S if for every 2 S , every time instan e in is in some 2 R (that is,
8 [t ; t ℄ 2 S : t  t  t ) 9 [t ; t ℄ 2 R; t  t  t ). It is minimal if for
any other over R0 of S , jRj  jR0 j. The dimension of S , denoted by dim(S ),
is the size of a minimal over of S .

De nition
1

2

2.2

1

Let

2

3

4

3

4

To illustrate the de nition, the set of passages shown in Figure 1 has a
minimal over onsisting of hp1 ; Xi, hp3 ; Xi, hp4 ; Yi, hp7 ; Zi, hp8 ; Zi, and hp9 ; Zi,
and so has a dimension 6.
The time omplexity of an algorithm for the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem is measured by the maximal dimension of the set of passages a
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philosopher has to wait before it an attend a forum.
Note that, still, the dimension does not ne essarily truly re e t the elapsed
time. This is be ause in real appli ations onse utive passages through the riti al se tion by di erent groups of pro esses usually require \ ontext swit hes".
For example, when a user requests a di erent data obje t in the CSCW environment des ribed in Se tion 1, the storage devi e has to unload the old
obje t and then load the new one. Sin e su h loading and unloading are usually
time- onsuming, in the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem a philosopher
waiting for more passages through the same forum may in pra ti e need less
time than one waiting for fewer passages through di erent fora. The notion of
\rounds of passages" is therefore on eived to measure the number of \ ontext
swit hes" (i.e., forum swit hes).

De nition 2.3 LetS be a set of passages through forum F. Let ts = min t [t; t0 ℄
2 S , and tf = max t0 [t; t0 ℄ 2 S . Then, S is a round of passages through
F (or simply a round of F) if the following two onditions are satis ed:

1. No passage other than those in S is initiated in between t and t .
2. The last passage initiated before t and the rst passage initiated after t ,
if they exist, are for a forum other than F.
If S is a round of F, then we say that it starts at t , and terminates at t .
It is ongoing in between t and t .
s

f

s

f

s

s

f

f

In other words, a round of F is a maximal set of onse utive passages through
F. For example, the three passages hp4 ; Yi, hp5 ; Yi, and hp6 ; Yi in Figure 1
onstitute a round of Y, and the three passages hp7 ; Zi, hp8 ; Zi, and hp9 ; Zi
onstitute a round of Z.
The forum-swit h omplexity is measured by the maximum number of
rounds of passages a philosopher may wait before it an attend a forum.
For example, suppose that in the worst ase pi has to wait for the following
sequen e of passages before it an attend a forum:

hp ; F i; hp ; F i; hp ; F i; : : : ; hp
0

0

1

1

2

0

2k

1

; F1 i

Then, both the time omplexity and the forum-swit h omplexity are 2k . On
the other hand, if the sequen e is

hp ; F i; hp ; F i; : : : ; hp
0

0

2

0

2k

2

; F0 i; hp1 ; F1 i; hp3 ; F1 i; : : : ; hp2

k

1

; F1 i

where the passages through the same forum do not overlap, then the time omplexity is still 2k , but the forum-swit h omplexity is only 2. If the average
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length of a passage is t and the time to perform a ontext swit h is s, then the
total time pi has to wait in the rst ase above is 2k (t + s), and in the se ond
ase is 2kt + 2s.
The degree of on urren y is de ned by the maximum number of passages that an be initiated while some philosopher is in the meeting room and
another philosopher is waiting for a di erent forum. Intuitively, be ause of mutual ex lusion, when a philosopher p is in the meeting room no other philosopher
interested in a di erent forum an use the meeting room. Given that a philosopher p de ides on its own how long it will use the meeting room, better resour e
utilization an be a hieved if we allow more philosophers interested in the same
forum to share the meeting room with p. So a higher degree of on urren y
implies better resour e utilization.
Con urren y may also be measured in other ways, for example, by the maximum number of philosophers that an be in the meeting room simultaneously.
However, if the problem de nition allows k philosophers to hold a forum F, then
most solutions that fa ilitate on urrent entering would probably allow, in the
best ase, k philosophers to be in F simultaneously. So this is not a useful metri
for on urren y.
Be ause we do not assume any lower or upper bounds on the time a philosopher spends in a meeting room (ex ept that the time is nite), it is possible
for an algorithm to a hieve a virtually \unbounded" degree of on urren y. For
example, if an algorithm is su h that while some pi is in the meeting room any
other pj interested in the same forum an enter the meeting room, then sin e
there is no limit on how qui kly pj will nish the forum and re-request the forum,
pj may enter/re-enter the meeting room any number of times. Although this
number is nite, it is not bounded by any predetermined onstant. Note that
this does not ontradi t bounded delay as pi will eventually leave the meeting
room. For a more detailed example, see the following se tion.

3 Some Simple Centralized Solutions
A simple solution an be obtained by employing a on ierge to s hedule fora.
The on ierge periodi ally inspe ts philosophers' states to see if anyone is interested in a forum, and then adopts some s heduling poli y to guarantee mutual
ex lusion, bounded delay, and on urrent entering3 . For example, if no forum is
One ould argue that the algorithm does not fa ilitate on urrent entering be ause the
on ierge has to observe philosophers' states in some sequential order. So when philosophers
are ready for the same forum, their entries to the forum annot be truly on urrent as the
3
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urrently in session, the on ierge an s hedule the rst waiting philosopher it
has seen to start a forum. All philosophers that are also ready for the same forum also start the forum simultaneously, and philosophers that are interested in
di erent fora are queued. While a forum is in session, the on ierge an hoose
a xed philosopher as a referen e so that while the referen e philosopher stays
in the forum, every other philosopher attempting to attend the forum an do
so. On e the referen e philosopher leaves the forum, if some other philosopher
is waiting for a di erent forum, then the \door" to the forum is losed and no
other philosopher an join the forum; otherwise, a new referen e philosopher
is hosen. Note that bounded delay an be guaranteed be ause the referen e
philosopher an only spend a nite amount of time in a forum. The omplete
algorithm, whi h we refer to as CTP-C (an abbreviation for Congenial Talking
Philosophers-Centralized), an be found in [15℄.
It is easy to see that CTP-C o ers an unbounded degree of on urren y. This
is be ause while a referen e philosopher is in a forum, another philosopher an
repeatedly attend the forum, leave the forum, and be ome interested again in
the forum. The analysis of the algorithm's forum-swit h omplexity and time
omplexity is somewhat tedious and details have been provided in [15℄. For
omparison with our distributed algorithm, we summarize the result here: after
a philosopher pi requests Fk , it waits for at most m +1 rounds of passages before
a round of Fk is initiated in whi h it an make a passage through Fk , where m
is the number of fora the philosophers may like to hold. For ea h su h round,
the dimension of the passages in the round is O(n), where n is the total number
of philosophers. That is, CTP-C has forum-swit h omplexity m + 1, and time
omplexity O(n  m).
The algorithm an be made more distributed by employing a on ierge for
ea h forum. To ensure mutual ex lusion, a token is shared by the on ierges.
A on ierge must possess the token before s heduling any philosopher to attend
a forum, and it must keep the token until all philosophers have left the forum.
To in rease on urren y, a on ierge may allow a philosopher to re-attend the
forum while it possesses the token. To also guarantee bounded delay, a referen e philosopher an be hosen similarly to CTP-C to ontrol forum admission.
Competition for the token among the on ierges an be solved by alling an mpro ess mutual ex lusion algorithm. The omplete ode of the new algorithm,
whi h we refer to as CTP-SD (SD for Semi-Distributed), an also be found
in [15℄.
order depends on how the on ierge observes their readiness. The situation is similar in the
following algorithm where a on ierge is employed for ea h forum.
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Like CTP-C, the use of referen e philosophers also allows CTP-SD to laim
an unbounded degree of on urren y. Unlike CTP-C, however, the forum-swit h
omplexity and time omplexity depend on the fairness notion guaranteed by
the underlying m-pro ess mutual ex lusion algorithm, and, in the worst ase,
both ould be unbounded! To see this, suppose that a on ierge C that manages
a forum F does not request the token until it has observed a request for F (so
that ompetition for the token is only among the on ierges that need it). Then,
after a philosopher has requested F, depending on C 's exe ution speed, other
on ierges may alternatively s hedule an arbitrary nite number of passages
through di erent fora before C requests the token. It then follows that both
the forum-swit h omplexity and the time omplexity are unbounded. On the
other hand, the problem may be over ome by letting the token ir ulate among
all on ierges, regardless of whether or not they have re eived a forum request.
Clearly, this approa h is not adequate if on ierges' loads are not balan ed, i.e.,
some fora are requested more often than others.
Still, CTP-SD is not fully distributed be ause the s heduling of entries to
the same forum is operated by a single on ierge. As we have seen, a slow
on ierge may ause poor time and forum-swit h performan e. Moreover, when
the number of possible fora m is greater than the number of philosophers n,
then we will need more a tive pro esses as opposed to CTP-C, and when m is
small, the on ierges be ome a bottlene k as in CTP-C.
In the following se tions we present a fully distributed solution for the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem. The algorithm has similar time omplexity
and forum-swit h omplexity to CTP-C, and a hieves a degree of on urren y
of O(n3 ).

4 A Distributed Solution for Two Fora
We rst present a distributed solution for the Congenial Talking Philosophers
problem with only two fora F and F. To help understand our solution, we present
it in stages.
4.1

A First Attempt

Consider the algorithm presented in Figure 2, whi h we refer to as CTP-Temp.
CTP-Temp uses the following variables:
 turn : (F; F); a variable shared (with read/write a ess) by the philosophers to identify the forum that urrently has priority to start. It is
10



initialized arbitrarily.

ag : array [0::n 1℄ of hstate ; op i, where ag [i℄ re ords pi 's state and the
forum it wishes to attend. There are three possible states: passive ; request ,
and in s . State passive means that the philosopher does not intend to
attend any forum; request means that the philosopher wishes to attend
some forum; and in s means that the philosopher has obtained a \temporary" permission for its request. A philosopher in state in s may be
prevented from attending a forum if some other philosopher has also obtained a temporary permission for its request. op ranges over F; F, and ?,
where ? means that no forum is requested by pi .

ag [i℄ an be read/written by p , but other philosophers an only read it.
Note that although the value of ea h ag [i℄ is represented as a pair, we
require a ess to ag [i℄ to be atomi . This an be done using a straightforward en oding as ea h pair hstate ; op i an range over only 3  3 possible
values. Denoting ag [i℄ as a pair helps us understand its meaning.
The predi ate all passive (F) de ned in Figure 2 he ks if no philosopher is
interested in F, and none in s (F) determines if no philosopher has obtained a
i

temporary permission to attend F.
As an be seen, CTP-Temp bears some similarity to Knuth's 2-pro ess mutual ex lusion algorithm [17℄. It employs a variable turn to resolve the on i t
between philosophers attempting di erent fora. When a philosopher pi wishes
to attend a forum, say F, it he ks if F has priority (i.e., turn = F), or no one
is interested in F (i.e., all passive (F) = true ). It annot pro eed until one of
the two onditions holds. Then, pi obtains a temporary permission to attend
F (line 4). To a tually attend F, pi must further he k if any philosopher has
obtained a temporary permission to attend F (by evaluating none in s (F)). If
so, pi gives up its temporary permission and loops ba k to he k if F still has
priority over F or no one is interested in F. If this time no philosopher obtains a
temporary permission to attend F then pi an start F; otherwise pi must repeat
the loop. After nishing the forum, pi swit hes turn to F so that philosophers
interested in F will then have priority to pro eed.
CTP-Temp inherits the mutual ex lusion property from Knuth's algorithm.
To see this, observe that a philosopher pi attends F only if none in s (F) holds.
Sin e pi tests none in s (F) only after it has set ag [i℄ to hin s ; Fi, it is
never the ase that another philosopher attempting F evaluates a true value
for none in s (F) simultaneously. Moreover, when more than one philosopher
is in F, the swit h of turn in line 7 by any one of them annot in ur a pending F
11

/* assuming pi is attempting F */
1 repeat
2
ag[i℄ hrequest ; Fi;
3
while turn 6= F ^ :all passive(F) do skip ;
4
ag[i℄ hin s ; Fi;
5 until none in s(F)
6 << talk in F >>
7 turn F;
8 ag[i℄ hpassive ; ?i;

where

all passive(F)  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n

1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) op 6= F

6 in s _ op = F)
none in s(F)  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n 1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) (state =
Figure 2: Algorithm CTP-Temp.
be ause so long as some philosopher is in F its ag remains hin s ; Fi, and thus
none in s (F) evaluates to false . So no philosopher attempting F an skip the
loop ondition in line 5 to attend F.
CTP-Temp also fa ilitates on urrent entering be ause if no philosopher has
requested F, then all passive (F) evaluates to true . So all philosophers attempting to attend F an do so, and their entries to the forum are mutually independent.
In the presen e of on urren y, unfortunately, CTP-Temp fails to guarantee
bounded delay. To illustrate, assume that pi repeatedly wishes to attend F,
while pj repeatedly wishes to attend F. A slow philosopher pk attempting
to attend, say F, may be forever blo ked in the while-loop of the algorithm
if every time when pk he ks the loop ondition it sees that turn = F and
all passive (F) = false ; and within the interval of two onse utive he ks, pj and
pi ea h have ompleted an instan e of F and F, respe tively.
4.2

A Fair Solution

The unbounded delay of CTP-Temp is due to the fa t that when turn = F, some
philosopher attempting to attend F will su eed, but we annot guarantee whi h
philosopher will su eed. To over ome this problem, we let some philosopher
attending F \ apture" all philosophers urrently waiting for the same forum
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into the forum.4 Obviously, not every philosopher an apture philosophers, for
otherwise philosophers interested in F will keep entering F, thus blo king the
other forum inde nitely. Our approa h is to let the rst philosopher starting
a new session of F a t as a aptain to apture philosophers. The philosophers
that are aptured into F are alled the su essors of the aptain. Su essors are
not allowed to apture philosophers to avoid possibility of livelo k.
The following variable is added to assist the oordination:



su essor : array [0::n 1℄ of (F; F; ?), where su essor [i℄ indi ates the forum for whi h p has been aptured. su essor [i℄ = ? if p is not urrently
i

i

aptured. It is read/write shared by all philosophers.

The algorithm, whi h we refer to as CTP-2, is given in Figure 3. It begins by
letting pi set its ag [i℄ to hrequest ; Fi to express its interest in F. To omplete
the request, pi must also lear su essor [i℄ to indi ate that it is not aptured by
any philosopher. Then, like CTP-Temp, pi begins a repeat-loop to test if it an
attend F. In line 5, in addition to the two onditions turn = F and all passive (F),
a philosopher pi exits the while-loop if it nds that it is a su essor of some
other philosopher, whi h is determined by the ondition su essor [i℄ = F. If
pi is a su essor, then it also skips the repeat-loop and enters CS to attend F.
By `CS'|the Criti al Se tion|we mean the program segment from line 8 to
line 13.
If pi is not a su essor of any other philosopher, then like CTP-Temp, it
obtains a temporary permission to attend F if F has priority or no one else is
interested in F (line 5). To a tually attend F, pi must he k if no philosopher
has obtained a temporary permission to attend F (by evaluating none in s (F)).
In addition, pi must also he k if all su essors of a previous aptain interested
in F have nished F. The new predi ate no su essor (F) de ned in Figure 3
serves this purpose. Note that the evaluation of no su essor (F) involves, for
ea h pj , two a esses to pj 's variables: ag [j ℄ and su essor [j ℄. As shall be lear
in the analysis, the order of the two a esses is irrelevant to the orre tness of
the algorithm.
It is also important to note that the ondition none in s (F) in line 7 must
!
be evaluated before no su essor (F). (Throughout the paper we use 1 ^ 2 to
4 The idea of apturing is distantly related to that of helping from the on urrent obje ts
literature [14, 3℄. In the onstru tion of on urrent obje ts, some helping me hanisms are
devised to let pro esses \help" ea h other to make progress so that if some pro ess makes
progress, then eventually every pro ess does. Our apturing pro edure also allows a philosopher in the riti al se tion to \help" others to enter the riti al se tion, but the te hni al
details are entirely di erent.
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/* assuming pi is attempting F */
1 ag[i℄ hrequest ; Fi;
2 su essor [i℄ ?;
3 repeat
4
ag[i℄ hrequest ; Fi;
5
while su essor [i℄ 6= F ^ turn 6= F ^ :all passive(F) do skip ;
6
ag[i℄ hin s ; Fi;
!
7 until su essor [i℄ = F _ (none in s(F) ^ no su essor (F));
/* beginning of riti al se tion */
8 if su essor [i℄ 6= F then f
9
turn F;
10
for j 0 to n 1, j 6= i, do /* start apturing philosophers */
11
if ag[j℄ 2 fhrequest ; Fi; hin s ; Fig then su essor [j℄ F; g
12 << talk in F >>
13 ag[i℄ hpassive ; ?i;
/* end of riti al se tion */

where

all passive(F)  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n

none in s(F)  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n

no su essor (F)  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n

1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) op 6= F

1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) (state =
6 in s _ op = F)
1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) :(su essor [j ℄ = F

Figure 3: Algorithm CTP-2.
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^ op = F)

denote the onjun tion of 1 and 2 where 1 is evaluated before 2 .) Otherwise,
mutual ex lusion annot be guaranteed (see Se tion 4.4).
Finally, pi must also set turn to F (line 9), and then apture philosophers
interested in the same forum. The latter is done by setting their su essor s to F
(lines 10-11). After exiting the forum, pi resets its ag and returns to thinking.
4.3

Analysis of CTP-2

For the purpose of analysis, we formalize the terms used in the algorithm. We
say that a philosopher pi has requested F (or more olloquially, pi is interested
in F) if pi has exe uted line 1 of CTP-2. To omplete a request pi must also set
su essor [i℄ to ?. We say that pi has ompleted a request for F if it has exe uted
lines 1-2. The request is granted when pi exits the repeat-loop in lines 3-7. pi
is waiting for F if it has ompleted a request for F but the request has not yet
been granted.
Re all that the CS region refers to the program segment from line 8 to
line 13. So pi enters CS when its request is granted, and exits CS when it
nishes line 13. A passage through CS by pi thus refers to a time interval from
the point pi enters CS to the point it leaves CS. Sin e the CS region is used to
implement a forum session, \a passage through CS" will be used synonymously
with \a passage through a forum" in the analysis.
In the algorithm a philosopher pi interested in F enters CS only if
1. su essor [i℄ = F, or

2. su essor [i℄ 6= F and (none in s (F)

!

^ no su

essor (F)) = true
In the rst ase we say that p enters CS as a su essor , while in the latter
ase p enters CS as a aptain . Observe that p resets su essor [i℄ to ? ea h
i

i

i

time it ompletes a request, and will not alter it while waiting for the request
to be granted. So for su essor [i℄ to be F, some philosopher must have hanged
su essor [i℄ to F after pi ompletes its request. We say that pj aptures pi if
pj writes F to su essor [i℄ while pi is waiting for F. In this ase, pi must enter
CS as a su essor; pi is then alled a su essor of pj , and pj a aptain of pi .
Note that when pi exits CS, the su essor- aptain relation between pi and pj is
broken. So when we say \pi is a su essor of pj " or \pj is a aptain of pi ", we
impli itly assume a passage by pi and a passage by pj to whi h the phrase refers.
Note further that sin e more than one philosopher may write F to su essor [i℄,
pi may have more than one aptain at a time.
Sin e more than one philosopher may enter CS as a aptain simultaneously,
they may attempt to apture one another. If pi interested in F enters CS as a
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aptain, but before pi exe utes the if-then statement in line 8 another aptain pj
has written F to su essor [i℄, then pi will not be able to apture any philosopher.
In this ase we say that pi is a aptain killed by pj . A aptain that is not killed
by any other aptain is alled an e e tive aptain. Clearly, if pj kills pi , then pj
must be an e e tive aptain. Furthermore, although an e e tive aptain is able
to apture su essors, it may end up with no su essor if no one is interested in
the same forum.
We are now ready for the analysis. We begin with mutual ex lusion.

If p enters CS as a aptain, then while it is in CS, no other p
interested in a di erent forum an be in CS as a aptain simultaneously.

Lemma 4.1

i

j

Assume pi is interested in F. By de nition of aptain, pi must enter
CS with a ondition none in s (F) = true . Observe that pi sets its state to
in s before it evaluates none in s (F). So when pi inspe ts other philosophers'
states, no pj interested in a di erent forum an be in state in s (and so an be
in CS) at this moment. Subsequently, when pj enters state in s to inspe t pi 's
state, if pi is still in CS, pj must nd that none in s (F) = false and so annot
enter CS.
2
Proof.

Lemma 4.2 If p enters CS as a aptain, then after it leaves CS, no other
p interested in a di erent forum an enter CS as a aptain until all of p 's
su essors have left CS.
i

j

i

Assume that pi is interested in F. For pj to enter CS as a aptain, it must
evaluate both none in s (F) and no su essor (F) to true, and the rst predi ate
must be evaluated before the se ond. By Lemma 4.1, to obtain none in s (F) =
true pi must have left CS when pj inspe ts pi 's ag in the evaluation. So
when pj evaluates no su essor (F), pi must have nished apturing philosophers
(lines 10-11 of the algorithm). Let pk be a su essor of pi . For distinguishing
purposes we shall use F to denote the instan e of F for whi h pk enters CS as
a su essor of pi .
For pj to evaluate no su essor (F) to true, the following must hold (note
that no parti ular ordering is assumed in a essing ag [k ℄ and su essor [k ℄):
Proof.

ag [k℄ = hstate ; op i ) :(su essor [k℄ = op = F)
So there are four ases: su essor [k ℄ = ?, su essor [k ℄ = F, op = ?, or
op = F. Sin e pi has written F to su essor [k℄, and sin e only pk an reset su essor [k ℄ to ? (whi h o urs only after pk has requested another forum),
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the ase su essor [k ℄ = ? seen by pj implies that pk has already nished F and
left CS.
The ase su essor [k ℄ = F implies that some philosopher pl reads op = F in
ag [k℄ and writes F to su essor [k℄ after pi has written F to su essor [k℄. This
implies that pk has left CS in between, as a su essor of pi .
For the ase op = ?, re all that pj reads ag [k ℄ after pi writes F to
su essor [k℄. Moreover, sin e pk is a su essor of pi , pk must have ompleted a
request for F before pi writes F to su essor [k ℄. Then we have the following
events that happen in the order listed:
 pk sets ag [k℄ to hrequest ; F i and resets su essor [k℄ to ?.
 pi writes F to su essor [k℄.

p

reads ag [k ℄ = hpassive ; ?i.
Therefore, when pj nds that ag [k ℄ = hpassive ; ?i, pk must have already nished F and left CS.
Finally, onsider the ase op = F. Similar to the above argument we an
show that for pj to read ag [k ℄ = hstate ; Fi, pk must have nished F and have
requested F. The lemma is then proven.
2
j

If p enters CS as a su essor, then it annot apture any philosopher while in CS.

Lemma 4.3

i

By de nition of su essor, pi enters CS with the ondition su essor [i℄ =
F (assuming pi is interested in F). Be ause no philosopher an hange su essor [i℄
to F (Lemma 4.2), su essor [i℄ remains F in between the time pi nishes line 7
and the time it is to exe ute line 8. So pi skips lines 9-11 of CTP-2.
2

Proof.

Theorem 4.4

CTP-2 guarantees mutual ex lusion.

Suppose pi interested in F enters CS as a aptain. By Lemmas 4.1
and 4.2, while pi and its su essors are in CS, no philosopher interested in F
an enter CS as a aptain. Moreover, Lemma 4.3 implies that for a philosopher
interested in F to enter CS as a su essor, some philosopher interested in F must
enter CS as a aptain to apture the philosopher. So while pi and its su essors
are in CS, no philosopher interested in F an enter CS as a su essor, either. All
together, we have that while a philosopher is in CS (either as a aptain or as a
su essor), no philosopher interested in a di erent forum an enter CS (either
as a aptain or as a su essor).
2
Proof.

We now prove bounded delay.
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Suppose p enters CS as a aptain. If p enters CS as a su essor
of p , then while p stays in CS, p annot re-enter CS as a su essor of p .
Similarly, if p enters CS as a aptain killed by p , then when p re-enters CS
as a aptain while p is still in CS, p annot be killed again by p .

Lemma 4.5

j

j

j

i

i

j

i

j

j

i

i

j

This follows from the fa t that pj in CS attempts to write su essor [i℄
only on e, and pi resets su essor [i℄ to ? before it ompletes a request.
2

Proof.

The above lemma implies that a aptain in a passage through F an apture/kill at most k 1 philosophers, where k is the number of philosophers
that an potentially attend F. Moreover, sin e only an e e tive aptain an
apture/kill philosophers, the lemma implies that if pi repeatedly enters CS to
attend F, then either pi or some other pj interested in F must repeatedly enter
CS as an e e tive aptain.

If a philosopher is waiting for a forum, then eventually some
philosopher will attend a forum.
Lemma 4.6

Suppose pi has requested F. If no philosopher has requested F, then
the three Boolean onditions all passive (F), none in s (F), and no su essor (F)
evaluate to true. So pi an exit both the while-loop and the repeat-loop of the
algorithm to enter CS to attend F. So for the rest of the proof assume that
some pj has requested F. Moreover, sin e a philosopher spends only a nite
amount of time in CS, and sin e a philosopher annot enter CS as a su essor
unless some philosopher is in CS as a aptain, we shall further assume that no
philosopher is urrently in CS, and no philosopher will enter CS as a su essor.
While pi and pj are waiting for F and F respe tively, if no philosopher gets
into CS, then pi and pj must iterate through either the while-loop or the repeatloop of the algorithm. Sin e no one gets into CS, turn remains the same value,
say F (the other ase is similar). So pi annot be blo ked in the while-loop. On
the other hand, pj and every other philosopher interested in F will eventually
be blo ked in the while-loop be ause turn = F and all passive (F) = false .
!
Therefore, eventually pi will evaluate none in s (F) ^ no su essor (F) to true,
and then will exit the repeat-loop to enter CS.
2
Proof.

If pj interested in F enters CS as a aptain while pi is waiting for
F, then when pj starts to apture philosophers, either pi will be aptured by pj ,

Lemma 4.7

or p will have already entered CS.
i

Proof.

This follows dire tly from the algorithm.
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2

By Lemma 4.7, if a set of philosophers have ompleted their requests for
F, then if one of them gets to attend F, the others will also attend F before a
di erent forum is established.
For the following lemma, re all De nition 2.3 that \a round of F" is a maximal set S of onse utive passages through F su h that no passage through a
di erent forum is interspersed among them. It is lear that to start a round
of F some pj interested in F must enter CS as a aptain, and when a round of
passages terminates, the next round of passages must be for a di erent forum.
Lemma 4.8

Suppose p has ompleted a request for F. Then the following must
i

hold:
1. If a round of F is already ongoing when p ompletes its request, then either p will attend F, or a round of F will start.
2. If a round of F starts after p has ompleted the request, then p must make
a passage through F in this round.
i

i

i

i

The se ond ase follows dire tly from Lemma 4.7 and the fa t that
within a round of F there must be some philosopher that enters CS as an e e tive
aptain. (In Lemma 4.7, it is easy to see that the passages through F by pi and
pj must belong to the same round.)
For the rst ase, if pi remains waiting for F, then by Lemma 4.6 either
some philosopher will enter CS to start a round of F, or some philosopher will
repeatedly enter CS to attend F. If some philosopher repeatedly attends F, then
by Lemma 4.5 some philosopher interested in F must also repeatedly enter CS
as an e e tive aptain; then by Lemma 4.7 pi will be able to attend F. So the
2
ase is proven be ause pi will attend F, or a round of F will start.
Proof.

Suppose p is waiting for F while a round of F is ongoing. Then
eventually the round of F will terminate and a round of F will start.

Lemma 4.9

i

Proof. While pi is waiting for F, by Lemma 4.6 either pi or some other philosopher eventually attends F, or otherwise some philosopher must repeatedly attend
F. By the mutual ex lusion property (Theorem 4.4), the rst ase implies that
the ongoing round of F will terminate and a round of F will then start.
For the se ond ase, by Lemma 4.5 some pj interested in F must repeatedly
enter CS as an e e tive aptain. However, this auses a ontradi tion be ause
after pj enters CS as an e e tive aptain, it will set turn to F. turn will then
remain F until some philosopher interested in F enters CS to hange turn ba k
to F. While turn = F and pi remains waiting for F, pj annot re-enter CS as a
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aptain. So the se ond ase also implies that the round of F will terminate and
a round of F will start.
2
Theorem 4.10

CTP-2 guarantees bounded delay.

Suppose pi has ompleted a request for F. Consider rst that a round
of F is already ongoing when pi ompletes its request. Then by Case 1 of
Lemma 4.8, either pi will attend F, or a round of F will start. In the former
ase, we are done. In the latter ase, sin e pi 's request for F has not been
granted, by Lemma 4.9 the round of F will terminate and a new round of F will
start. Then by Case 2 of Lemma 4.8 pi will attend F in this new round.
Next, suppose that a round of F is ongoing when pi ompletes its request.
Then by Lemma 4.9 the round of F will eventually terminate and a round of F
will start. By Case 2 of Lemma 4.8 pi will attend F in this round.
If no round of passages is ongoing when pi ompletes its request, then by
Lemma 4.6 eventually some round of passages will start. If it is a round of F,
then by Case 2 of Lemma 4.8 pi will attend F in this round. If it is a round
of F, then by Lemma 4.9 this round of F will eventually terminate and a round
of F will start. Case 2 of Lemma 4.8 then ensures that pi will attend F in that
round.
2

Proof.

From the above proof, when a philosopher pi ompletes a request for F, it
waits for at most 2 rounds of passages before a round of F is initiated in whi h pi
an make a passage through F. So CTP-2's forum-swit h omplexity is 2. Time
and on urren y will be analyzed in Se tion 5.3 when we extend the algorithm
to m fora.
Finally, it is easy to see that if no philosopher is interested in F, then every
philosopher attempting to attend F an do so, and they an attend F on urrently. The other ase that philosophers an attend F on urrently is similar.
So CTP-2 allows on urrent entering.
4.4

Remarks

We omment here on some ode of CTP-2 relating to its orre tness and performan e. First, as noted in Se tion 4.2, the ondition none in s (F) in line 7 of
CTP-2 must be evaluated before no su essor (F), for otherwise mutual ex lusion annot be guaranteed. To see this, assume that pi and pj wish to attend
F, while pk wishes to attend F. Assume further that turn = F. Consider the
following s enario:
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1. pk sees that no philosopher is interested in F, and so it exits the while-loop
in line 5.
2. pi also exits the while-loop be ause turn = F. It then sets ag [i℄ to
hin s ; Fi, nishes line 7, and enters CS.
3. pj sets its ag to hrequest ; Fi and pro eeds to line 5.

4. pk hanges its state to in s and starts to evaluate the onditions in line 7.
Suppose no su essor (F) is evaluated rst. Sin e no philosopher interested
in F is aptured as a su essor, pk sees that no su essor (F) = true . pk
then evaluates none in s (F). It begins with pj and nds that pj is in
state request . So pk ontinues to he k pi 's ag.
5. Before pk inspe ts pi 's ag, pi nds that pj is also interested in F and so
it aptures pj . pi then sets turn to F, nishes F, and resets its state to
passive .
6. pk now sees that pi 's state is passive and so obtains none in s (F) = true .
It then exits line 7 and enters CS to attend F.
7. pj in line 5 learns that it is aptured as a su essor and so moves on to
attend F, yielding both F and F to be in session simultaneously.
Note that if none in s (F) is evaluated rst, then pi must have already aptured pj when pk sees none in s (F) = true . So when pk evaluates no su essor (F),
it annot return true unless pj has nished F.
F" in line 9 an be moved to the end of
Se ond, the statement \turn
line 11 where pi has nished apturing philosophers, or it an even be pla ed
outside the if-then statement so that every philosopher entering CS will set turn
to F (whi h, of ourse, may result in many redundant assignments to turn ). It
is not diÆ ult to see that these modi ations annot a e t the orre tness of
the algorithm. However, we have deliberately pla ed the statement before the
apturing pro edure to a hieve optimal performan e.
Intuitively, if turn is hanged earlier, then fewer philosophers get a han e
to on urrently attend an ongoing forum, and so philosophers interested in a
di erent forum wait for less time before attending the forum. So the hoi e of
pla ing \turn F" before or after the apturing pro edure should be a matter of
trade-o between the algorithm's time omplexity and its on urren y. However,
as we shall see in Se tion 5.4, pla ing \turn F" ahead improves the algorithm's
time omplexity, but does not a e t its degree of on urren y. (This is be ause
the philosophers interested in F will still be able to attend F on urrently as
they will be aptured by the aptain exe uting \turn F".)
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Finally, although after pi has set ag [i℄ to hrequest ; Fi in line 1 it will again
exe ute the same assignment immediately after it enters the repeat-loop, line 1
annot be removed. This is be ause the apturing pro edure in line 11 involves,
for ea h pj , a read from ag [j ℄ to see if pj is interested in F and, if so, a write
to su essor [j ℄. Between the read and the write, pj ould have also entered
CS as a aptain, nished F, hanged ag [j ℄ to hpassive ; ?i, and then requested
another entry to F. If we were to remove line 1 from the algorithm, then ag [j ℄
remains hpassive ; ?i after pj has exe uted line 2. When pi nally writes F
to su essor [j ℄ and leaves CS, another pk interested in F may read turn = F,
!
pass line 5, see none in s (F) ^ no su essor (F) = true , and then enter CS
to attend F. Sin e su essor [j ℄ = F, pj an also enter CS to attend F, thus
violating mutual ex lusion.

5 A Generalized Solution
We now generalize CTP-2 to m fora F0 ; F1 ; : : : ; Fm 1 .
5.1

The Algorithm

The generalized algorithm, whi h we refer to as CTP-m, is given in Figure 4.
Like CTP-2, a philosopher pi ompletes its request for Fk by hanging ag [i℄
to hrequest ; Fk i and resetting su essor [i℄ to ?. In CTP-2, pi must wait until
(1) some aptain aptures pi , (2) turn = Fk , or (3) no philosopher is interested in
a di erent forum. In CTP-m, however, are must be taken to avoid deadlo ks.
For example, suppose two philosophers p1 and p2 wish to attend F1 and F2
respe tively, and turn is set to a third forum, say F0 . If ea h pj (j = 1; 2) loops
on the ondition \turn 6= Fj " ^ \some philosopher is interested in a di erent
forum", then both p1 and p2 would be waiting forever. Note that the latter
ondition annot be weakened to \some philosopher is interested in the forum
spe i ed by turn " either. This is be ause then both p1 and p2 may nd that no
one is interested in F0 and then attempt to establish F1 and F2 simultaneously.
To resolve this dilemma, we let the philosopher whose requesting forum is
the \ losest" to the one di tated by turn pro eed. This is determined by the
fun tion next op (Fg ), whi h he ks all philosophers' ag s to see if any philosopher has requested a forum. If so, next op (Fg ) returns the rst requested forum in the sequen e Fg ; Fg+1 ; : : : ; Fg+m 1 . Otherwise, next op (Fg ) returns Fg .
(Note that throughout this paper unless stated otherwise addition and subtra tion on indi es of F are modulo m. Moreover, if h < g then Fg ; Fg+1 ; : : : ; Fh
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/* assuming pi is attempting Fk */
1 ag[i℄ hrequest ; Fk i;
2 su essor [i℄ ?;
3 repeat
4
ag[i℄ hrequest ; Fk i;
5
while su essor [i℄ 6= Fk ^ next op(turn) 6= Fk do skip ;
6
ag[i℄ hin s ; Fk i;
7 until su essor [i℄ = Fk
_ (none in s(Fk ) !^ no su essor (Fk ) !^ (turn = Fk _ all passive(turn)));
/* beginning of riti al se tion */
8 if su essor [i℄ 6= Fk then f
9
turn next op(Fk+1 );
10
for j 0 to n 1, j 6= i, do /* start apturing philosophers */
11
if ag[j℄ 2 fhrequest ; Fk i; hin s ; Fk ig then su essor [j℄ Fk ; g
12 << talk in Fk >>
13 ag[i℄ hpassive ; ?i;
/* end of riti al se tion */
where
all passive(Fg )  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n 1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) op 6= Fg
none in s(Fk )  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n 1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i ) (state 6= in s _op = Fk )
no su essor (Fk )  8 j; j 6= i; 0  j  n 1 : ag[j ℄ = hstate ; op i )
:(9 l; l 6= k : su essor [j ℄ = Fl ^ op = Fl )
/*
/*
/*
/*
/*

fun tion next op(Fg ) returns the rst forum Fh in the sequen e Fg ; Fg+1 ; : : : ,
Fg+m 1 su h that some philosopher has requested Fh but no philosopher has
requested Fg ; Fg+1 ; : : : ; Fh 1 . Note that sin e ag[i℄ is also inspe ted, and sin e
pi invokes next op only when it is interested in Fk , next op(Fg ) returns Fk if no
philosopher is interested in a di erent forum.

1 next op (Fg ) :: f
2
next g + m;
3
for j 0 to n 1 do f
4
let ag[j℄ = hstate ; op i;
5
if op 6= ? then f
6
let op = Fl;
7
if l < g then l l + m;
8
if l < next then next l; gg
9
return Fnext ( mod m) ;
10 g

Figure 4: Algorithm CTP-m.
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*/
*/
*/
*/
*/

stands for the sequen e Fg ; Fg+1 ; : : : ; Fm 1 ; F0 ; F1 ; : : : ; Fh .) So the exit ondition next op (turn ) = Fk in line 5 means that from pi 's observation Fk is the
requested forum that is the losest to the one spe i ed by turn .
When pi exits the while-loop, it hanges ag [i℄ to hin s ; Fk i. In CTP-2, pi
exits the repeat-loop in line 7 only if it is a su essor, or no philosopher interested
in a di erent forum is in state in s and all su essors interested in a di erent
forum have left CS. In CTP-m, if pi is not a su essor, we additionally require
pi to he k if turn = Fk or no philosopher is interested in the forum di tated by
turn . (Note that the CS region of CTP-m refers to the program segment from
line 8 to line 13.) As we shall see in Se tions 5.2 and 5.4, this extra ondition
together with our way of assigning turns guarantees that a philosopher waits
for at most m rounds of passages before its request is granted. Removing this
ondition (i.e., turn = Fk _ all passive (turn )) pfrom the algorithm explodes the
forum-swit h omplexity from O(m) to O(( 1+2 5 )m )!
Like CTP-2, when pi enters CS, if it is not a su essor then it must a t
as a aptain to apture philosophers interested in the same forum to enter CS.
Then, it must give the turn to other philosophers that are waiting for a di erent
forum. In CTP-m, the new turn is al ulated by the fun tion next op (Fk+1 ),
whi h assigns turn to the rst forum in the sequen e Fk+1 ; Fk+2 ; : : : ; Fk+m 1
for whi h some philosopher is waiting, or Fk otherwise.
Note that unlike CTP-2 where a aptain always yields turn to the other
forum, in CTP-m a aptain may set turn to the same forum it has requested if it
sees that no one is interested in a di erent forum. In the presen e of on urren y,
this may ause turn , whi h has been set to Fh by some aptain pi (be ause pi
found some philosopher interested in Fh ), to be reset to Fk by a slow aptain pj
(be ause pj evaluated next op (Fk+1 ) earlier than pi and found no philosopher
interested in a forum other than Fk ). As a result, more philosophers an enter
CS to attend Fk before turn is nally set to Fh to allow other philosophers to
attend Fh . However, as we shall see in Se tion 5.4, the time a philosopher may
wait for its request is only slightly a e ted (at most by a onstant fa tor), while
the degree of on urren y is in reased by O(n). Therefore, in CTP-m we have
opted for a higher degree of on urren y by allowing a aptain to set turn to
the same forum it has requested.
Moreover, one may have observed that the evaluation of next op (turn ) 6= Fk
in line 5 involves an a ess to turn , and then the inspe tion of philosophers'
ag s. Thus it is possible that while the inspe tion is ongoing turn has been
hanged several times already, and so a philosopher may exit the while-loop
even if its requesting forum is not the losest to the one urrently spe i ed by
24

turn . However, the premature exit of the while-loop is not harmful be ause when

the philosopher pro eeds to line 7, it will learn that either some philosopher is
already in CS or it does not have the priority to enter CS when it evaluates
\turn = Fk _ all passive (turn )", and so it will go ba k to line 5 to re-evaluate
next op (turn ), whi h will then bring up the more up-to-date value of turn .
The evaluation of \turn = Fk _ all passive (turn )" in line 7 also involves an
a ess to turn and the inspe tion of philosophers' ag s. Unlike the situation in
line 5, turn annot be hanged by any philosopher interested in a di erent forum
during the evaluation. This is be ause the evaluation takes pla e only after
!
none in s (Fk ) ^ no su essor (Fk ) = true , whi h implies that no philosopher
interested in a di erent forum an be in CS to hange turn . Note that turn may
be hanged by some pj interested in Fk during the evaluation; but this annot
ause a problem as no philosopher interested in a di erent forum will be able
to enter CS until pi has exited CS.

m

5.2

Mutual Ex lusion and Bounded Delay of CTP-

We now prove the orre tness of CTP-m. Sin e all the terms de ned in Se tion 4.3 an be easily generalized to m fora, we shall use them dire tly in the
analysis.
Theorem 5.1

CTP-m guarantees mutual ex lusion.

This an be proved similarly to Theorem 4.4 and observe that only the
exit ondition

Proof.

(su essor [i℄ = Fk ) _ (none in s (Fk )

!

^ no su

essor (F ))
k

of the repeat-loop of CTP-m suÆ es to guarantee mutual ex lusion.

2

We move on to prove that CTP-m guarantees bounded delay. For this we
need the following lemmas.

Suppose p enters CS as a aptain. If p enters CS as a su essor
of p , then while p stays in CS, p annot re-enter CS as a su essor of p .
Similarly, if p enters CS as a aptain killed by p , then when p re-enters CS
as a aptain while p is still in CS, p annot be killed again by p .

Lemma 5.2

j

j

j

i

i

j

i

j

j

i

i

j

Like Lemma 4.5, this is be ause pj in CS attempts to write su essor [i℄
only on e, and pi resets su essor [i℄ to ? before it ompletes a new request. 2

Proof.
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If a philosopher is waiting for a forum, then eventually some
philosopher will attend a forum.

Lemma 5.3

We shall only outline the main idea of the proof; the rest is similar to
Lemma 4.6. Assume that no philosopher is urrently in CS and no philosopher
will enter CS as a su essor. So turn remains un hanged. Observe that when
one or more philosophers attempt to attend a forum, not all of them an be
blo ked in the while-loop of CTP-m. This is be ause a philosopher pi whose
request Fk is the losest to turn (w.r.t. the ordering turn ; : : : ; Fj ; Fj +1 ; : : : ) will
obtain next op (turn ) = Fk in line 5, and so will pro eed to line 7. Sin e Fk
is the losest to turn , the ondition turn = Fk _ all passive (turn ) must hold.
So if the evaluation of the Boolean ondition in line 7 returns false , then some
pj interested in a di erent forum must have set its state to in s and is also
evaluating the Boolean ondition in line 7. (pj must have seen a relatively old
version of turn when it evaluated next op (turn ) in line 5.) Then both pi and
pj will loop ba k to line 4. When they pro eed to line 5, still, pi will not be
blo ked in line 5, but pj this time will see a orre t version of turn and so will
learn that its requesting forum is not the losest to turn , and so will be waiting
in line 5. Clearly, at most n 1 philosophers an ause su h a on i t situation
with pi , and all of them will eventually be blo ked in line 5, after whi h pi will
be able to exit the loop ondition in line 7 to enter CS.
2
Proof.

Lemma 5.4

Suppose p has ompleted a request for F . Then the following
i

k

must hold:
1. If a round of F is already ongoing when p ompletes its request, then
either p will attend F , or a di erent round of passages will start.
2. If a round of F starts after p has ompleted the request, then p must
make a passage through F in this round.
k

i

i

k

k

i

i

k

Proof.

2

The proof is similar to Lemma 4.8; we omit the details.

Suppose a round of F is ongoing while p is waiting for F , k 6= h.
Then the round of F will eventually terminate and a new round will start.

Lemma 5.5

h

i

k

h

The proof is similar to Lemma 4.9, and observe that while pi is waiting
for Fk , eventually some e e tive aptain interested in Fh must assign turn to
one of the fora Fh+1 ; Fh+2 ; : : : ; Fk . Then every philosopher attempting to attend
Fh will nd next op (turn ) 6= Fh when it evaluates the while-loop ondition of
CTP-m, and so an no longer enter CS as a aptain in this round of Fh .
2
Proof.
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Suppose a round of F starts while p is waiting for F , l 6= k.
Then when the round terminates, the next round must be a round of F for
some F in F +1 ; F +2 ; : : : ; F .
Lemma 5.6

l

i

k

g

g

l

l

k

Sin e pi requests Fk before the round of Fl starts, when any aptain in
the round alls the fun tion next op (Fl+1 ) to assign the next turn, it must obtain
one of the fora Fl+1 ; Fl+2 ; : : : ; Fk . So right after the round terminates, turn =
Fg for some Fg in Fl+1 ; Fl+2 ; : : : ; Fk . Moreover, some philosopher must have
requested Fg during the exe ution of next op (Fl+1 ). By the mutual ex lusion
property, the philosopher must still be waiting for Fg when the round of Fl
terminates. So right after the round of Fl terminates, we have that (1) turn = Fg ,
and (2) some philosopher is waiting for Fg .
To omplete the proof of the lemma, we argue that the next round of passages
must be a round of Fg . Observe that to start a new round of passages, say a
round of Fh , some philosopher pj must enter CS as a aptain, and so it must
exit the repeat-loop of CTP-m with true on the following ondition:
Proof.

!
!
none in s (F ) ^ no su essor (F ) ^ (turn = F
h

h

h

_ all passive (turn ))

Note that pj an evaluate \turn = Fh _ all passive (turn )" only after the predi!
ate \none in s (Fh ) ^ no su essor (Fh )" evaluates to true. That is, only after
all aptains and their su essors in the urrent round of Fl have left CS. Sin e
while pj is evaluating \turn = Fh _ all passive (turn )" no philosopher an be in
CS to hange turn , turn remains Fg during the evaluation. So if Fh 6= Fg , then
all passive (turn ) must evaluate to false be ause some philosopher has already
requested Fg before the evaluation. So no philosopher an start a round of Fh
unless Fh = Fg .
2

After p ompletes a request for F , at most m rounds of passages
an o ur before a round of F starts.

Lemma 5.7

i

k

k

The lemma holds trivially if no round of passages starts after pi ompletes its request. So let us assume that some round of Fh starts after pi ompletes its request. Clearly, the lemma holds if h = k .
If h 6= k , then by Lemma 5.6 at most m 2 more rounds of passages an
o ur before a round of Fk starts. In luding the round of Fh and the round of
passages that might already be ongoing when pi ompletes its request, therefore,
at most m rounds of passages an o ur before a round of Fk start.
2

Proof.

Theorem 5.8

CTP-m guarantees bounded delay.
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Assume pi has ompleted a request for Fk . While pi is waiting for Fk ,
if no round of passages is ongoing, then by Lemma 5.3 some round of passages
will start. If this is a round of Fk , then by Case 2 of Lemma 5.4, pi must
make a passage through Fk in this round. If this is not a round of Fk , then
by Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 some round of Fk eventually starts; and by Case 2 of
Lemma 5.4 pi must make a passage through Fk in this round. So pi eventually
attends Fk if no round of passages is ongoing when it ompletes its request.
Next, suppose some round Fh is already ongoing when pi ompletes its request. If h = k , then by Case 1 of Lemma 5.4 eventually either pi makes a
passage through Fk or a new round of passages will start. If h 6= k , then by
Lemma 5.5 a new round of passages will also start. Together with the previous
argument, we on lude that if some round of passages is already ongoing when
pi ompletes its request, then pi eventually attends Fk .
2

Proof.

By Lemmas 5.5 and 5.7 we an see that after pi ompletes its request for Fk ,
it waits for at most m rounds of passages before a round of Fk starts in whi h
pi an make a passage through Fk . So CTP-m's forum-swit h omplexity is m.
Of the m rounds of passages pi has been waiting, one of them must start before
pi ompletes its request, and the remaining m 1 rounds must be of di erent
fora.
5.3

m

Time Complexity and Con urren y of CTP-

We now analyze CTP-m's time omplexity and its on urren y. Re all that
\passages" are represented as non-zero length intervals. Sin e the analysis involves handling of passages, we begin with some de nitions on intervals.
Let U be a ( losed) interval, and let s(U ) and e(U ) denote its start point
and end point, respe tively. By kU k we mean the length of U , i.e., kU k =
e(U ) s(U ), and by t 2 U we mean s(U )  t  e(U ). The interse tion of U
and V , denoted by U u V , is de ned to be the maximum interval W su h that
8 t 2 W : t 2 U ^ t 2 V , or ? otherwise. Two intervals U and V overlap if
kU u V k > 0. The proje tion of U in [ts ; tf ℄, denoted by U jttfs , is the interval
U u [ts ; tf ℄ if U and [ts ; tf ℄ overlap, or ? otherwise. If S is a set of intervals,
then S jttfs = fU jttfs : U 2 S ; U jttfs 6= ?g.5
For the proofs in this se tion, it is useful to re all De nition 2.2. The following proposition follows dire tly from the above de nitions.
Sin e we allow passages to o ur on urrently, in the paper, unless stated otherwise, all
sets onsisting of intervals are treated as multisets.
5
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be a set of intervals. Then for any t; t  t  t ,
dim(Sj s )  dim(Sj ) + dim(Sj f ). Moreover, if t 62 U for all U 2 S , then
dim(Sj fs ) = dim(Sj s ) + dim(Sj f ).
Let

Proposition 5.9
tf

S

s

t
t

t
t

t
t

t

f

t

t
ts

t

As analyzed in the previous se tion, after pi ompletes a request for Fk ,
it waits for at most m rounds of passages before a round of Fk is initiated in
whi h pi an make a passage through Fk . To analyze the time omplexity, we
rst determine the number of passages that may o ur in ea h round. This is
done in the following lemma. Of ourse, if the round starts before pi ompletes
its request, then we are only on erned with the passages that o ur after pi
ompletes its request. The time ts set up in the following lemma is for this
purpose. Moreover, nh denotes the number of philosophers that an potentially
attend Fh .

Suppose a round of F is ongoing while p is waiting for F ,
F 6= F . Let t = max(t 1 ; t 2 ), where t 1 is the time the round of F starts,
and t 2 the time p ompletes its request for F , and let t be the time the round
of F terminates. Furthermore, let S be the set of passages that may overlap
with the interval [t ; t ℄. Then

Lemma 5.10
k

h

s

h

s

s

i

i

k

h

k

h

s

s

f

h

s

f

+ 1)(2nh + 1) 3nh (nh + 1)
+
12
4
Proof. We begin by distinguishing between three types of passages through CS:
 -passage: the philosopher making this passage sets turn to the same forum as its request.
 -passage: the philosopher making this passage sets turn to a forum different from its request.
 -passage: the philosopher making this passage is unable to set turn .
By the algorithm, a philosopher that makes an - or -passage must enter CS
as an e e tive aptain, while a -passage must be made by a su essor or a
killed aptain.
Note that sin e we are only on erned with passages that overlap with the
interval [ts ; tf ℄, i.e., passages in Sh , unless stated otherwise, all passages onsidered in the proof belong to Sh . By the mutual ex lusion property of CTP-m,
the philosophers making these passages are all interested in Fh .
Observe that an -passage annot be initiated after pi has requested Fk .
This is be ause if pj enters CS after pi has requested Fk , then when pj omputes
next op (Fh+1 ) in line 9 of CTP-m, it must obtain a forum with an index other
than h.

jS j  n (n
h

h

h
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Moreover, when some p1 ompletes a -passage, no other p2 an initiate a passage unless another philosopher has made an -passage to reset turn to Fh .6
To see this, suppose that p1 in its -passage sets turn to Fg . If p2 ompletes its Fh
request before p1 sets turn to Fg , then when p1 starts apturing philosophers,
either p2 will be aptured by p1 (and thus p2 an only make a -passage for
its request), or p2 must have already initiated a -passage (and thus p2 's passage annot be initiated after p1 ompletes its -passage). If p2 ompletes
its request after p1 has set turn to Fg , then when p2 starts to evaluate the
ondition \turn = Fh _ all passive (turn )" in line 7, it must obtain false and so
annot make a -passage.
So in the absen e of -passages all -passages must overlap. Let q1 ; q2 ; : : : ; ql
be the philosophers that are making these overlapping -passages and, without
loss of generality, assume that q1 ompletes its passage earlier (or at least no
later) than q2 , whi h ompletes its passage earlier than q3 , and so on. Suppose
that q1 in its -passage an apture at most r philosophers (and re all that none
of them an be aptured more than on e in the passage). Then, q1 's -passage
an result in at most r -passages. Moreover, none of these r philosophers
involves q2 ; : : : ; ql (and q1 ) be ause when q1 aptures these r philosophers the
philosophers q2 ; : : : ; ql are still in their -passages. (Re all from the previous
dis ussion that q2 ; : : : ; ql must have already initiated their -passages when q1
starts to apture philosophers, and they annot omplete their -passages until
q1 has nished apturing philosophers be ause q1 ompletes its -passage earlier
than they do.)
Be ause after q1 ompletes its -passage it may re-enter CS as a su essor of
q2 , and be ause after ompleting their -passages the r philosophers aptured
by q1 may also re-enter CS as a su essor of q2 , q2 's -passage an result in
at most (r + 1) -passages. In general, qi 's -passage an result in at most
(r + i 1) -passages. So the l -passages overall an result in at most
X
l(l 1)
r+i 1=lr+
2
1il
-passages. Together with the l -passages, the total number of passages they
an generate is at most
l(l 1)
l(l + 1)
lr+
+l =lr+
2
2
Given that l + r = nb for some nb  nh , the total number of passages these nb
philosophers an generate is at most nb (nb + 1)=2.
Note that this property would not hold if line 9 is pla ed after line 11; that is, if a aptain
sets turn after it has nished apturing philosophers. See Se tion 5.4.
6
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If some -passage has been ompleted between these - and -passages, then
a new set of overlapping -passages may be initiated.7 Sin e the philosopher
ompleting the -passage may later re-enter CS to initiate a -passage, by the
above argument, a total number of nb +1 philosophers an be involved in making
a new series of - and -passages, resulting in at most (nb + 1)(nb + 2)=2 more
passages. Note, however, that before these (nb + 1) philosophers initiate the
new series of - and -passages, the philosopher making the -passage may rst
apture the nb philosophers to initiate an additional number of nb -passages.
So overall they an result in (nb + 1)(nb + 2)=2 + nb passages.
Similarly, if after the se ond series of - and -passages another -passage
has been ompleted, then a third series of at most (nb + 2)(nb + 3)=2 + (nb + 1)
of - and -passages is possible. Note that sin e no philosopher an initiate an
-passage after pi has requested Fk , the previous -passage and the urrent one
must be made by di erent philosophers.
Suppose that there are na ongoing -passages when pi ompletes its request
for Fk . Then, in luding the rst series of nb (n2b +1) - and -passages, these
-passages overall an generate at most

X  (nb + i)(nb + i + 1)
nb (nb + 1)
+
+ nb + i 1
2
2
1in
a

of - and -passages. Re all that nb is the maximum number of philosophers
that an be involved in the rst series of - and -passages. Clearly, none of
these nb philosophers an make any of the na -passages. So na + nb  nh .
Therefore, the total number of -, -, and -passages that an be initiated after
pi ompletes a request for Fk but before the urrent round of Fh terminates,
plus the number of passages that may be already ongoing when pi ompletes its
request (whi h, in the above dis ussion, are the na -passages), is at most

X  (nb + i)(nb + i + 1)
nb (nb + 1)
+
+ nb + i 1 + na
2
2
1in



n (n + 1)(2n + 1)
h

h

12

h

a

+

3nh (nh + 1)
4

2

7 The philosopher making this -passage must have obtained next op (F
h+1 ) = Fh in line 9
before pi ompletes its request for Fk (be ause it does not nd any philosopher interested in
a di erent forum), but have not yet assigned Fh to turn until q1 ; : : : ; ql set turn to a di erent
forum in their -passages.
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Note that the above bound for jSh j is tight be ause we an onstru t a
s enario to rea h this bound. To illustrate, onsider the following s enario for
nh = 3:
1. Ea h of p1 ; p2 ; p3 , one after another, initiates an -passage as follows: it
requests Fh , enters CS, nds that no one is interested in a di erent forum,
and so pro eeds to obtain next op (Fh+1 ) = Fh .
2. p0 ompletes a request for Fk .
3. p1 sets turn to Fh and then ompletes its -passage.
4. p1 makes a -passage as follows: it requests Fh , enters CS, sets turn to
Fk , and exits CS.
5. p2 sets turn to Fh , aptures p1 (after p1 has requested another entry to
Fh ), and then ompletes its -passage.
6. p1 , as a su essor of p2 , makes a -passage.
7. p1 and p2 respe tively initiate a -passage as follows: ea h requests Fh ,
enters CS, and pro eeds to apture philosophers.
8. p1 aptures none, sets turn to Fk , and ompletes its -passage.
9. p2 aptures p1 (after p1 has requested another entry to Fh ), sets turn to
Fk , and ompletes its -passage.
10. p1 , as a su essor of p2 , makes a -passage.
11. p3 sets turn to Fh , aptures p1 and p2 (after they have requested a new
Fh ), and then ompletes its -passage.
12. p1 and p2 , as a su essor of p3 , make a -passage respe tively.
13. p1 ; p2 ; and p3 respe tively initiate a -passage as follows: ea h requests
Fh , enters CS, and pro eeds to apture philosophers.
14. p1 aptures none, sets turn to Fk , and ompletes its -passage.
15. p2 aptures p1 (after p1 has requested another entry to Fh ), sets turn to
Fk , and ompletes its -passage.
16. p1 , as a su essor of p2 , makes a -passage.
17. p3 aptures p1 and p2 (after they have requested another entry to Fh ), sets
turn to Fk , and ompletes its -passage.
18. Ea h of p1 and p2 , as a su essor of p3 , makes a -passage.
Therefore, 16 passages (3 -passages, 6 -passages, and 7 -passages) have
passed after p0 ompletes a request for Fk .
Next, we ompute the maximum dimension of the set of passages that may
o ur in a round.
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Figure 5: Layout of the passages in Sh .

Suppose a round of F is ongoing while p is waiting for F ,
F 6= F . Let t = max(t 1 ; t 2 ), where t 1 is the time the round of F starts,
and t 2 the time p ompletes its request for F , and let t be the time the round
of F terminates. Furthermore, let S be the set of passages that overlap with
the interval [t ; t ℄. Then

Lemma 5.11
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Let -, -, and -passages be de ned as in Lemma 5.10. Let A be the
set of -passages in Sh , and let A be the passage in A with the largest end
time. Furthermore, let B be the set of -passages in Sh that are initiated no
earlier than e(A); i.e., 8 U 2 B : s(U )  e(A). Re all from Lemma 5.10 that all
-passages in A must be initiated before pi requests Fk , and that all -passages
in B must overlap (at a ommon point).
Let B1 be the passage, among the passages in B , with the smallest start time,
and B2 be the passage with the largest end time. Sin e B1 and B2 overlap, they
2)
(see Figure 5).
onstitute a over of Sh jes((B
B1 )
Assume rst that there is some -passage that starts before e(A). Let B3 be
su h a passage with the largest end time. Assume further that e(B3 ) < s(B1 ).
So there is no -passage overlapping with [e(B3 ); s(B1 )℄ (be ause for every passage B 0 2 Sh , if s(B 0 ) < e(A) then e(B 0 )  e(B3 ), and if s(B 0 )  e(A) then
s(B 0 )  s(B1 )). Sin e A is the passage in A with the largest end time, there is
no - and -passage overlapping with [max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄.
Consider the maximum number of -passages that an be interspersed between [max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄. Let C1 and C2 be any two -passages that
overlap with the interval [max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄. (See Figure 5 again.) We
argue that C1 and C2 annot be made by the same philosopher. This is be ause
if C1 and C2 were made by the same philosopher, say pj , then C1 and C2 must
not overlap. Without loss of generality assume that e(C1 ) < s(C2 ). Then some

Proof.
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aptain, while making an - or -passage, must have aptured or killed pj in
[e(C1 ); s(C2 )℄. This then ontradi ts the fa t that no - and -passage may
overlap with [max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄.
Furthermore, let U be one of the two passages A and B3 with the largest
end time. Sin e no philosopher makes an - or -passage in [max(e(A); e(B3 )),
s(B1 )℄, after a philosopher ompletes U , it annot make a -passage in the
interval. So no -passage overlapping with [max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄ an be
made by the philosopher that ompletes U .
The above argument implies that at most (nh 1) -passages an overlap with [max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄. Sin e no - or -passage an overlap with
(B1 )
has size at most
[max(e(A); e(B3 )); s(B1 )℄, a minimal over of Sh jsmax(
e(A);e(B3 ))
e(A);e(B3 ))
nh 1. Moreover, sin e A and B3 overlap, a minimal over of Sh jmax(
ts
has size at most two if e(B3 ) > e(A), and has size one otherwise. Together
e(B2 )
has size at most 2, by
with the fa t that a minimal over of Sh jmax
(e(A);e(B3 ))
e(B2 )
Proposition 5.9, therefore, dim(Sh jts )  nh + 3.
In the above we assumed that e(B3 ) < s(B1 ). If e(B3 )  s(B1 ), then A
and B3 together onstitute a over of Sh jsts(B1 ) . So dim(Sh jtes(B2 ) )  4. If no
-passage in Sh starts before e(A), then by the above argument we an see that
B1 )
has
a minimal over of Sh jets(A) has size one and a minimal over of Sh jes((A
)
e(B2 )
size at most (nh 1). So dim(Sh jts )  nh + 2. Sin e nh  1, in any ase,
e(B )
dim(Sh jts 2 )  nh + 3.
Similarly, we an show that at most (nh 1) -passages an overlap with
[e(B2 ); tf ℄. Sin e no - or -passage an overlap with [e(B2 ); tf ℄, dim(Sh jtef(B2 ) ) 
nh 1. By Proposition 5.9 and the above argument that dim(Sh jtes(B2 ) )  nh +3,
we have that dim(Sh jttfs )  2nh + 2.
We have onsidered the ase that there exist two passages A and B su h
that: A is the passage, among the set of -passages in Sh (i.e., set A), with the
largest end time, and B is a -passage initiated no earlier than e(A). If there
is no -passage, or all -passages in Sh are initiated earlier than e(A), then by
a similar reasoning we an show that at most (nh 1) -passages an overlap
with [t; tf ℄, where t = maxfe(U ) : U is an - or -passage in Sh g. Together
with the fa t that dim(Sh jtts )  2, we have dim(Sh jttfs )  nh + 1.
If there is no -passage (i.e., A = ;) but there is some -passage in Sh , then
let B1 be the set of -passages in Sh that are initiated at or before ts , and B2
be the set of -passages that are initiated after ts . Note that the passages in
B2 must overlap. Let t1 = maxfe(U ) j U 2 B1 g if B1 6= ;, and t1 = ts otherwise.
Furthermore, let t2 = minfs(U ) j U 2 B2 g and t3 = maxfe(U ) j U 2 B2 g if
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B 6= ;,

and t2 = t3 = t1 otherwise. Analogous to the above analysis, we
an show that dim(Sh jtt1s )  1, dim(Sh jtt21 )  nh 1, dim(Sh jtt32 )  2, and
t
t
dim(Sh jtf3 )  nh 1. So dim(Sh jtfs )  2nh + 1.
If there is no - and -passage in Sh , then at most (nh 1) -passages an
overlap with [ts ; tf ℄ (these passages must be resulted from some early - and
-passages that o ur before pi ompletes its request). So dim(Sh jttfs )  nh 1.
), where
To summarize, dim(Sh jttfs )  2nh +2. Sin e dim(Sh ) = dim(Sh jttmax
min
tmin = minfs(U ) j U 2 Sh g and tmax = maxfe(U ) j U 2 Sh g, by Proposition 5.9
t
dim(Sh )  dim(Sh jttsmin ) + dim(Sh jtfs ) + dim(Sh jttmax
f ). Observe that some
passages overlapping with [ts ; tf ℄ may be initiated before ts , and all passages
overlapping with [ts ; tf ℄ must be ompleted before tf . So dim(Sh jttsmin )  1 and
dim(Sh jttmax
2
f ) = 0. Therefore, dim(Sh )  2nh + 3.
2

Note that in the above lemma if dim(Sh ) = 2nh + 3 then there must be
some ongoing -passage when pi ompletes its request for Fk . This means that
the round of Fh must have already started when pi ompletes its request. On
the other hand, if the round starts after pi has ompleted its request, then no
-passage an o ur in this round (be ause any e e tive aptain must have seen
pi 's request when it is in line 9 of CTP-m, and so annot set turn to Fh ). As a
result, there is no passage between [ts ; s(B1 )℄ in Figure 5. So a minimal over
of Sh has size at most nh + 1. We therefore have the following two orollaries.
Corollary 5.12 Suppose a round of Fh starts before pi ompletes a request for
Fk , F k =
6 Fh . Let ts be the time pi ompletes the request, and let tf be the time

the round terminates. Moreover, let S be the set of passages that overlap with
the interval [t ; t ℄. Then
h

s

f

S )  2n

dim(

h

h

+3

Suppose a round of F starts after p has ompleted a request
for F , F 6= F . Let t be the time the round starts, and let t be the time it
terminates. Moreover, let S be the set of passages that overlap with the interval
[t ; t ℄. Then

Corollary 5.13
k

k

h

h

i

s

f

h

s

f

S )n

dim(

h

h

+1

The above orollaries on ern the ase Fk =
6 Fh . The ase Fk = Fh is
onsidered below.

Suppose a round of F starts before p ompletes its request for
F . Suppose further that p does not make a passage for its request in this round.

Lemma 5.14
k

k

i

i
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Let t be the time p ompletes its request, and let t be the time this round of
F terminates. Moreover, let S be the set of passages that overlap with the
interval [t ; t ℄. Then
s

i

f

k

k

s

f

S )n

dim(

k

k

If no non- -passage (i.e., - or -passages) overlaps with [ts ; tf ℄, then
at most nk 1 -passages an overlap with [ts ; tf ℄ (as none of the -passages
an be made by pi ). So dim(Sk ) = dim(Sk jttfs )  nk 1.
If some non- -passage made by, say pj , overlaps with [ts ; tf ℄, then if the
passage starts after pi has ompleted its request, then either pj will apture pi
or pi will have already entered CS before pj attempts to apture it. Sin e by the
lemma assumption pi does not make a passage in this round, if there is any non-passage overlapping with [ts ; tf ℄, then it must be initiated before pi ompletes
its request. Let A be the non- -passage, among the non- -passages that overlap
with [ts ; tf ℄, with the largest end time. By the proof of Lemma 5.11 it an be
seen that at most (nk 2) -passages an overlap with [e(A); tf ℄. (Note that none
of these -passages and A an be made by pi .) So dim(Sk jtef(A) )  nk 2. Sin e
t
e(A)
dim(Sk )  dim(Sk jtmin ) + dim(Sk jef(A) ), where tmin = minfs(U ) j U 2 Sk g,
dim(Sk )  2 + nk 2 = nk .
To summarize, in either ase dim(Sk )  nk .
2
Proof.

Let t be the time a philosopher p ompletes its request for F , and t be the time the request is granted (i.e., the time
p initiates a passage through F ). Moreover, let S be the set of passages that
overlap with [t ; t ℄ and that must be ompleted before p an initiate its passage.
Then
Theorem 5.15 (Time Complexity)
k

i

r

i

g

k

r

g

i

0

S) 

dim(

max fnk ; 2nj + 3 : 1  j 6= k  mg + 

1

X



1

j

6

n + 1A
j

m;j =k

By Lemma 5.7, pi waits for at most m rounds of passages before a round
of Fk is initiated in whi h it an make a passage through Fk . These in lude the
round of passages that is already ongoing when pi ompletes its request. By the
proof, the m 1 rounds of passages that start after pi has ompleted its request
must all be di erent, and none of them is a round of Fk . So by Corollary 5.13,
a minimal over of the set of passages o urring in these m 1 rounds has size
P
at most 1j m;j 6=k (nj + 1).
Consider the round of passages that is already ongoing when pi ompletes
its request. By Corollary 5.12 and Lemma 5.14, a minimal over of the set of
Proof.
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passages in S that o ur in this round has size at most max fnk ; 2nj + 3 : 1 
j 6= k  mg.
After these m rounds of passages, a round of Fk must follow, and by Case 2
of Lemma 5.4 pi must make a passage through Fk in this round. Note that
be ause the passages in this round are for the same forum, pi needs not wait for
any of them to omplete in order to initiate its own passage. So by de nition
of S no passage in S omes from this round. Therefore,
0
1
X
dim(S )  max fnk ; 2nj + 3 : 1  j 6= k  mg + 
nj + 1A



1

j

6

m;j =k

2

Sin e nh  n, the time omplexity is O(m  n). Note that in measuring
S ) above we only onsider passages that must be ompleted before pi an
initiate its passage; that is, we do not ount those with whi h pi 's passage may
pro eed on urrently.
We now onsider the on urren y of CTP-m, and re all that the degree of
on urren y is measured by the maximum number of passages that an be initiated while a passage is ongoing and some philosopher is waiting for a di erent
forum. Lemmas 5.10 and 5.11 imply that the degree of on urren y of CTP-m is
at least O(n2h ). However, as shown below CTP-m an a tually provide a degree
of on urren y up to O(n3h ).

dim(

Suppose p is in F and p is waiting for F ,
k 6= h. Then the number of passages that an still be initiated before p leaves
F is at most
n (n + 1)(2n + 1) n (n 3)

Theorem 5.16 (Con urren y)

j

h

i

k

j

h

h

h

12

+

h

h

h

4

nh +1)
Re all from the proof of Lemma 5.10 that among the nh (nh +1)(2
+
12
3nh (nh +1)
passages in Sh , nh of them are -passages initiated before pi om4
nh +1)
+ nh (n4h 3) of them are - and -passages
pletes its request, nh (nh +1)(2
12
initiated after pi ompletes its request but before the last of the nh -passages
terminates, and the rest nh (n2h +1) are - and -passages initiated after all the
-passages terminate. So while the last -passage is ongoing and pi is waiting
nh +1)
+ nh (n4h 3) more passages an be initiated. 2
for Fk , at most nh (nh +1)(2
12

Proof.

By omparing CTP-m with the simple entralized algorithm CTP-C presented in Se tion 3, we see that they have similar forum-swit h omplexity (m
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for CTP-m, and m + 1 for CTP-C); also both have time omplexity O(m  n).
However, CTP-C allows a virtually unbounded degree of on urren y (through
the use of a entralized me hanism), while CTP-m an rea h only O(n3 ) (in a
fully distributed setting).
5.4

Remarks

We omment on some nontrivial design hoi es made for CTP-m. First, let us reonsider Lemma 5.10. In the absen e of -passages the size of Sh in Lemma 5.10
an be redu ed to nh (nh + 1)=2. In the algorithm -passages o ur be ause we
allow a aptain, upon seeing that no philosopher is interested in a di erent forum, to set turn to the same forum as its request. If we hange line 9 of CTP-m
so that a aptain will always set turn to a di erent forum (as in the ase of
CTP-2), then -passages are not possible. In this ase, however, a minimal
over of Sh in Lemma 5.11 may still ontain nh + 1 passages (2 overlapping
-passages and (nh 1) -passages). So the time omplexity of Theorem 5.15 is
not a e ted by any order of magnitude. However, the degree of on urren y will
then drop to O(n2h ). Therefore, in CTP-m we have opted for a higher degree
of on urren y by allowing a philosopher to set turn to the same forum as its
request.
Moreover, the order of exe ution of setting turn (line 9) and apturing
philosophers (lines10-11) may also a e t the time omplexity. To see this, re all
that in the proof of Lemma 5.11 all -passages that are initiated no earlier than
e(A), i.e., the passages in B, must overlap (at a ommon point). So it takes at
most two passages to over the passages in B . If a philosopher sets turn after
it aptures philosophers, then the -passages in B do not ne essarily overlap
(thereby in reasing the time omplexity). This is be ause a philosopher pl may
enter CS as a aptain (assuming that pl is interested in Fh and turn = Fh ),
apture philosophers, and then nd that some philosopher is interested in a different forum Fg . Before pl sets turn to Fg , another pj interested in Fh may have
already read turn in line 7. Suppose pl then sets turn to Fg and exits CS before
pj ompares the value it has read (i.e., Fh ) with the forum Fh it has requested
(i.e., before pj tests the predi ate turn = Fh in line 7). Then when pj nds that
turn is (a tually, was) Fh and enters CS, pl has already left CS, and so their
-passages do not overlap.
A more signi ant boost to CTP-m's performan e is by the extra lause
\turn = Fk _ all passive (turn )" added to line 7 that a philosopher he ks to see
if it an enter CS. It is important to note that Lemma 5.6 would not hold if
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this lause is dropped from line 7. This is be ause a philosopher pj interested
in a forum Fh may have already pro eeded to line 6 when a round of Fl starts.
When the round of Fl terminates, if this lause is removed, then pj may \sneak"
into CS even if turn 6= Fh and some other philosopher is waiting for the forum
spe i ed by turn . As a result, the number of rounds of passages pi needs to wait
before it enters CS in Lemma 5.7 (i.e., the algorithm's forum-swit h omplexity)
would be mu h more than m.
To illustrate, assume m = 4 and turn = F0 . Consider the following s enario.8
1. p3 requests F3 , nds that no one is interested in F0 ; F1 , and F2 , and so it
exits the while-loop and pro eeds to line 6 (but has not yet exe uted line 6).
2. p2 requests F2 , nds that no one is interested in F0 and F1 , and so also
pro eeds to line 6.
3. p1 requests F1 , nds that no one is interested in F0 , and so also pro eeds
to line 6.
4. p0 requests F0 .

!

5. p3 \sneaks" into CS (be ause none in s (F3 ) ^ no su essor (F3 ) evaluates to true). It then sets turn to F0 and exits CS. Then p3 requests
another entry to F3 .
6. p2 \sneaks" into CS. It then sets turn to F3 and exits CS. Then p2
requests another entry to F2 .
7. p3 nds that turn = F3 and so it pro eeds to enter CS. It then sets turn
to F0 , exits CS, and requests another entry to F3 .
8. p1 \sneaks" into CS. It then sets turn to F2 and exits CS.
9. p2 nds that turn = F2 and so it pro eeds to enter CS. It then sets turn
to F3 and exits CS.
10. p3 nds that turn = F3 and so it pro eeds to enter CS. It then sets turn
to F0 and exits CS.
11. p0 now nds that turn = F0 and so it pro eeds to enter CS.
Therefore, before p0 enters CS, the following 6 rounds of passages have bypassed:
F3 ; F2 ; F3 ; F1 , F2 ; F3 , where Fi represents a round of Fi initiated by a philosopher
that \sneaks" into CS. The s enario an be extended to m = 5 so that p0 waits
for the following rounds of passages before it enters CS to attend F0 :
F4 ; F3 ; F4 ; F2 ; F3 ; F4 ; F1 ; F2 ; F4 ; F3 ; F4
8

Thanks to Wen-Jian Tsai for oming up with this s enario.
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Note that p4 an sneak into F4 twi e be ause the evaluation of next op (turn ) in
line 5 requires an a ess to turn and then an a ess to ea h philosopher's ag ,
and no parti ular ordering is assumed in a essing the ag s. As a result, after
p1 sneaks into CS to establish a round of F1 and sets turn to F2 (be ause p2 has
requested another entry to F2 ), p4 an start to evaluate next op (turn ) in line 5.
When p4 learns that turn = F2 , it may later nd that no one is interested in F3
and F2 (be ause p2 has already nished F2 ), and so pro eeds to line 6 waiting to
sneak into CS. Similarly, p3 an sneak into F3 after p1 has set turn to F2 be ause
when p3 reads turn = F2 , it may later nd that no philosopher is interested in
F2 , and so obtains next op (turn ) = F3 in line 5. So it an also pro eed to line 6
waiting to sneak into CS.
Let ak denote the number of rounds of passages p0 may wait before it enters
CS for the setting where the philosophers may like to hold k di erent fora. We
leave the reader to show that the s enario an be generalized so that ak satis es
the following re urren e relation:9
8
>
< ak 1 + ak 2 + 2 k > 2
ak =
1
k=2
>
:
0
k=1
Solving this re urren e relation we have

p

p

p

p

5+3 5 1+ 5 m 5 3 5 1
5 m
(
) +
(
)
am =
10
2
10
2

2

Thus, an exponential number of rounds may pass before a philosopher's request
is granted!
As mentioned earlier in Se tion 4.1, our algorithm is based on Knuth's algorithm for 2-pro ess mutual ex lusion [17℄. When generalizing to n-pro ess,
Knuth's algorithm su ers an exponential number of overtakes: a pro ess waits
for 2n 1 1 entries to CS before it enters CS. The exponential bound is redu ed
to linear by Eisenberg and M Guire [10℄ by properly assigning the turn variable
when a pro ess exits CS. As illustrated above, CTP-m's forum-swit h omplexity (whi h orresponds to the above \overtakes" omplexity when the Congenial
Talking Philosophers problem is redu ed to n-pro ess mutual ex lusion) ould
9 It helps to see the re urren e relation by renaming fora using the new index mapping:
Fi ! Fm 1 i . As a result, the turn is now assigned in a de reasing order Fi ; Fi 1 ; Fi 2 ; : : :
instead of an in reasing order Fi ; Fi+1 ; Fi+2 ; : : : . A ordingly, in the above s enario for m = 4,
p0 now waits for the following 6 rounds of passages F0 ; F1 ; F0 ; F2 , F1 ; F0 before it enters CS.
For m = 5, the sequen e be omes F0 ; F1 ; F0 ; F2 ; F1 ; F0 ; F3 ; F2 ; F0 ; F1 ; F0 , and for m = 6, the
sequen e is F0 ; F1 ; F0 ; F2 ; F1 ; F0 ; F3 ; F2 ; F0 ; F1 ; F0 ; F4 ; F3 ; F0 ; F1 ; F0 ; F2 ; F1 ; F0 .
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also blow up to exponential if not properly designed. Unlike Eisenberg and
M Guire's approa h, we let a philosopher, prior to entering CS, he k an additional ondition to see if its forum is the most appropriate one to start.

6 Related Work and Con lusions
We have presented the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem to model group
mutual ex lusion in whi h resour es an be shared by pro esses of the same
group but the sharing annot be done a ross groups. Although the problem
o urs naturally in appli ations su h as CSCW, to our knowledge, it has not
been addressed in the literature thus far.
We have also presented an eÆ ient and highly on urrent distributed algorithm CTP-m to solve the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem. In terms
of forum-swit h omplexity, when a philosopher requests a forum, it waits for
at most m rounds of passages before it attends the forum, where m is the total
number of fora in the system. Within ea h round of passages, at most O(nh )
passages suÆ e to over all the passages that o ur within the round, where nh
is the total number of philosophers that may potentially attend Fh . So the time
omplexity is O(m  n). In terms of on urren y, while a philosopher pi o upies
the meeting room and some other pj is waiting for a di erent forum, CTP-m
an admit O(n3 ) entries to the meeting room to join the ongoing forum with pi .
For omparison, we have presented two algorithms, one entralized and the
other semi-distributed, for the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem. Both
algorithms are able to laim a virtually unbounded degree of on urren y by
using a entralized me hanism to monitor philosophers' states. The entralized
me hanism, however, also makes them more vulnerable to faults. In parti ular,
the semi-distributed algorithm may result in unbounded time and forum-swit h
omplexity. Even for the entralized algorithm, its time and forum-swit h omplexity is approximately the same as our distributed solution.
As dis ussed in Se tion 2, the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem is
more general than the onventional n-pro ess mutual ex lusion and the Readers
and Writers problems. Our algorithm CTP-m also o ers an appealing solution
for these problems. For n-pro ess mutual ex lusion, a pro ess waits for at most
n passages before it enters the riti al se tion. Note that this in ludes the
one that is already ongoing when the pro ess makes its request for the riti al
se tion. So, after a pro ess requests the riti al se tion, at most n 1 entries to
the riti al se tion may pro eed before the pro ess, whi h is obviously a lower
bound for the mutual ex lusion problem. (For a survey of mutual ex lusion
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algorithms see [24, 4, 25, 20℄.) For the Readers and Writers problem, a waitfree approa h is usually adopted within the realm of shared memory to allow
on urrent reading while writing [23, 13℄. In this approa h, n + 1 extra opies of
the shared obje t are used to allow the readers to keep tra k of the most re ent
version of the shared obje t. CTP-m, on the other hand, allows on urrent
reading without introdu ing extra opies of the shared obje t, but it does not
allow on urrent reading while writing.
A generalization of n-pro ess mutual ex lusion that allows at most l pro esses
to be in the riti al se tion simultaneously (known as the l-ex lusion problem)
has been proposed by Fisher, et al. [12℄, and subsequently studied by Afek, et
al. [1℄. However, there is no dire t onne tion between the l-ex lusion problem
and the Congenial Talking Philosophers problem in the sense that the solution
for one problem annot be straightforwardly applied to the other.
In light of the l-ex lusion problem, Congenial Talking Philosophers an be
further generalized to model \l-forum ex lusion", where there are l meeting
rooms for the philosophers and so at most l fora an be in session simultaneously. This new problem an be applied in situations in whi h a resour e an be
shared by pro esses of the same group but not by pro esses of di erent groups,
and l opies of the resour e are available. This generalized problem an be easily
redu ed to the three fundamental problems: n-pro ess mutual ex lusion, Readers and Writers, and l-ex lusion, but not vi e versa. It is therefore interesting to
see how this more general problem an be solved eÆ iently and in a distributed
manner. Other future work in ludes studying various bounds of the Congenial
Talking Philosophers problem, su h as time, on urren y, and the number of
variables required.
I would like to thank Wen-Jian Tsai for providing
some initial thoughts on the algorithms. He also provided many useful omments during the preparation of the manus ript. I would also like to thank
Jen-Yi Liao for oining the term \Congenial Talking Philosophers" for our problem. His original suggestion was \Congenial Dining Philosophers" for the dining
problem where there is only one dining table, and philosophers interested in the
same style of food, e.g., Chinese, Fren h, or Italian, an ome to the table to
share the food. Last, but not least, I would like to thank Mark Moir and the
anonymous referees for their valuable omments, and Idit Keidar and Paul Attie
for proofreading the paper.
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